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FRONT FAÇADE
Maison de la Mer was designed after

the country farmhouses of Provence in
southern France. Rubble cut limestone is

used on the front facade and chatted lime-
stone graces window and door surrounds.
“We used artisan craftsmanship and high-

quality materials to create a home that
although very large still feels warm and

intimate,” says Tom Haigh of Haigh
Builders who worked closely with his part-

ners as well as with C. R. Carney architects
and Peter Philips Landscape Architects to

create the Crystal Cove residence.

ENTRY HALL
OPPOSITE John Wooden of John Wooden Interiors designed the entry hall with associate
Dustin Dorr. A Portuguese Rococo style commode from Quatrain sits on one side of the
front door while a Klismos chaise by T. H. Robsjohn-Gibbings from J. F. Chen anchors the
other side. Custom John Wooden Interiors lanterns by Paul Ferrante complement the shape
of the ceiling and scale of the space. An antique rug by Woven Accents laid on Dalle de
France Libourne French limestone from Exquisite Surfaces creates warmth and provides an
element of age, a pop of color and a textural interest. A 19th century bronze ballerina from
J. F. Chen and an aloe bonsai tree complete the space. Ceiling by muralist Enzo Selvaggi.

The Philharmonic Society Of Orange County’s 2011 House Of Design
Combines The Beauty And Charm Of The South Of France

With That Of California’s Newport Coast

TEXT BY VANESSA KOGEVINAS | PHOTOGRAPHY BY MARK LOHMAN

MAISONde la Mer
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GREAT ROOM
The great room, comprised of a living room with adjacent dining area, was designed by Hal Swanson and
his partner Dan Ollis of Swanson and Ollis. It is casual and elegant with a blend of materials and styles.
A pair of silk and wool blend mohair lounge chairs complement a celadon matelasse sofa and a distressed
leather sofa—all Dessin Fournir—invite long evenings by the limestone fireplace by Neolithic Design.
Two 20th century paintings anchor both ends of the room and a serpentine side board in mahogany with
gilded accents sits opposite a round Louis XVI-style table in the center. A collection of botanicals and
Flemish reproduction mirrors from Formations adorn the walls. On the loggia, which extends off of the
great room, Swanson and Ollis chose teak and iron Holly Hunt chairs to sit around a millstone dining table
and various Holly Hunt outdoor furniture pieces to create an outdoor living room area.

DINING ROOM
OPPOSITE Although grand, the dining area of the great room features a gentle balance of antiques and reproduc-
tion furnishings. Mahogany ribbon back chairs along with two skirted captains chairs in a chocolate brown and tan
Dessin Fournir linen surround a round Louis XVI-style table by Dessin Fournir. The table—set with Hermès of
Beverly Hills Jardin Des Orchides tableware, Saint Louis crystal and Puiforcat sterling silver flatware—is illumi-
nated by a custom Paul Ferrante lantern featuring tiny shell accents. A pastoral painting is paired with a rare
18th century Bombay shaped secretary and a Formations mirror is perched on a fireplace from Neolithic Designs.
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aA moving piece of music is a complex composition
and compilation of many different elements, much like a
house of design. For this year’s Philharmonic Society of
Orange County’s House of Design, Maison de la Mer—
perched on the hills of Newport Coast in the Crystal Cove
community—media sponsor CALIFORNIA HOMES brought
together an “orchestra” of designers, architects, builders
and vendors to create an extraordinary home.

“Maison de la Mer was inspired by the country farm-
houses of Provence; their vistas of lavender fields and the
rustic simplicity of their detailing and construction
methods,” says Cecil Carney of C. R. Carney Architects,
“but blended with coastal California living.” The residence
has a courtyard plan in response to the characteristics of the
site, its views, sun angles and privacy considerations, and
allows for various outdoor living spaces. “These considera-
tions are trademark of Carney residences,” says his associate
Will Hosband. “Ocean views are framed and presented
from almost every room.”

Tom Haigh of Haigh Builders, who with partners
Todd Haigh and Tim Casey, executed the plan and chose
materials appropriate to the design vision. “Artisan crafts-
manship and superior materials such as rubble cut and
chatted limestone, French antique reclaimed pavers, square
cut flagstone, wide plank walnut flooring and honed cala-
catta marble were used,” says Tom Haigh, “and these kind
of touches provide the authentic feel of the home that is
very large but still feels warm and intimate.” Plumbing fix-
tures in the house were provided and installed by Rohl,
Authentic Luxury for Kitchen and Bath.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 89
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CASITAS LIVING AREA
OPPOSITE TOP The French doors of the guest casita lead
from the entry courtyard into a sitting area where a Guy
Chaddock & Co. sofa and two low chairs are set in front
of the sleek, square Neolithic Design fireplace creating a
warm seating area. “I wanted a calm and serene space
that would be a retreat in which to relax,” says designer
Gayle Lee of Gayle Lee & Company. A cast iron Richard
Ray chandelier provides warm lighting.

CASITAS BEDROOM
OPPOSITE A small hall leads past a bathroom to a bed-
room area that has 16 foot high ceilings where an iron
bamboo canopy bed from Ironies is flanked by a mirrored
chest of drawers and an Argile chest, both from Century
Furniture. A large harlequin mirror suspended over a
custom Ross Fine Woodworking chest of drawers deftly ties
in the mirrored chest of drawers to the right of the bed.

LIBRARY
Bunny Sutherland of Sutherland Interior Design
wanted the library to be light, and the two
adjacent patios with French doors allow light to
flood in. White Kravet linen Roman shades with a
Schumacher grey and white trim adorn the French
doors. A light toned Sutherland Interior Design
desk is paired with a Gardenology chair covered
in gray washed Kravet linen giving the library a
fresh, easy style. Unique metal based wood stools
sit in front of the desk. Books covered in white
linen set in mahogany shelving complete the light-
ening of the space while a Designer’s Resource
Collection area rug adds a dramatic note.

MAIN FLOOR
POWDER ROOM

In the powder room Bunny Sutherland selected
a darker color from Farrow & Ball on the walls

to create a dramatic effect, offset it with a
large shell mirror from Cannery Exchange,
casual sconces by Gardenology and playful

accessories. A Fontenay Clair French limestone
sink set on top of the marble and Alder wood

vanity by Haigh Builders also lightens the space.
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KITCHEN
“The kitchen has an amazing calacatta marble top," says designer

David Phoenix of David Phoenix, Inc., who also designed the
adjacent breakfast nook and family room. “It’s reminiscent of a
French bistro kitchen. You can sit, eat, linger, serve a buffet, do

prep work. It’s great for multitasking.” Two perfectly proportioned
Paul Ferrante lanterns are suspended from rough hewn beams

and serve their purpose without interrupting the openness of the
space. Phoenix chose a light finish for the cabinetry in keeping

with the tones of limestone found throughout the house. The
state of the art kitchen has plenty of storage, a Viking range
with custom hood and a butler’s pantry with Wolf appliances.

LAUNDRY ROOM
“No space should be purely functional or utilitarian,” says Enzo

Selvaggi of the oversized, light toned laundry room. “It should be
beautiful too.” Selvaggi and muralist Jeff Rahm created a faux

finish mural whose ground evokes the sense of a cloth’s warp and
weft and the chinoiseriesque details and sprightly butterflies bring

an outdoor element inside. A white and yellow basket weave
Concept Studio tile serves as a backsplash that encircles three

walls of the space and a Stark Fabric ballooning Roman shade pro-
vides a soft, romantic touch. Antique accessories by Summerhill.
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BREAKFAST NOOK
David Phoenix selected a woven textured Cowtan
& Tout fabric for the Rose Tarlow dining chairs
set around a custom David Phoenix table in the
breakfast nook directly off the kitchen. A seagrass
rug also recalls the beach while a set of 20th
century Flora Danica botanical dinnerware from
C. Mariani San Francisco, provides a delicate,
space appropriate touch of green. White linen
drapery and a Remains lighting chandelier
complete the space.
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FAMILY ROOM
“I chose my palette based on the architecture—the reclaimed beams, the limestone and the light tone of the cabinetry,”
says David Phoenix who also designed the family room adjacent to the kitchen with breakfast nook. “All of the
fabrics are variations of the same palette.” A Holland & Sherry herringbone linen is used on the Alan Carr sofa and a
Cowtan & Tout plaid was chosen for four armchairs—all set on an antique rug from Galerie Shabab—providing plenty
of comfortable seating. An 18th Century Chinese Sang de Boeuf lacquer screen used as a wall hanging provides an
antique element and ties in the darker tones of the Rossini Tuscan coffee table and the side tables, where a pair
of Chinese bronze urns have been repurposed as lamps. A handblock linen from Cowtan & Tout incorporates the
tones of the ocean into the space as do a few accent pillows and a throw.
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Built on half an acre, the 10,800 square foot residence
has six bedrooms, ten baths, a great room with living and
dining area, a kitchen and adjacent family room, a master
suite with his and hers bath and dressing areas, a lounge and
theater center, a library, a wine cellar, four custom stone
fireplaces, a butler’s pantry, a laundry room, a spiral three
story staircase, plus an elevator, a 10 car garage, a guest
casita, an infinity edge pool and spa, and several patios and
outdoor areas including an outdoor fireplace and fire pit.

With the score of the piece well underway, it was
time to assemble the musicians, or designers in this case,
who would bring the plan to life. Fourteen top Los
Angeles and Orange County designers were chosen,
including Randy Boyd of Thurston/Boyd Interior
Design, Joyce Elizabeth Byrd of J. Elizabeth Interiors and
Deirdre Eagles of Deirdre Eagles Interior Design, Gayle
Lee of Gayle Lee & Company, Eve Lowey of Studio
Chameleon, Lenée Miller of Lenée Miller Interior Design
Studio, Frank Pitman of Frank Pitman Designs, David
Phoenix of David Phoenix, Inc., Melinda Ritz of Melinda
Ritz Interiors, Kim Sankey, Ruta Koronkeviciute and
Marisa Miller of Gatehouse, Hal Swanson and Dan Ollis
of Swanson-Ollis Interiors, Enzo Selvaggi of Enzo
Selvaggi Designs, Bunny Sutherland of Sutherland
Interior Design, Jeanine Veldhuis of Veldhuis Interior
Design and John Wooden of John Wooden Interiors.

A truly spectacular musical performance happens
when the sum of all parts blend together effortlessly to
create a cohesive work of art. The same is true of a design
house and was achieved at Maison de la Mer through the
designers’ careful attention to the style and aesthetic of
the house—a modern, California infused take on a South
of France estate home—and their choices of products—
from walls adorned with Farrow & Ball paints and wallpa-
pers to French limestone and antique parefeuille terra
cotta from Exquisite Surfaces used abundantly for
flooring throughout.

Furthering the beauty of this project is that it is all for
a good cause—a fundraiser for music educational programs
offered for kindergartners to high school students in
Orange County through the Philharmonic Society.
Established more than fifty years ago, the youth program
offers concerts and in-school programs, teacher training
workshops and a music listening program.

Maison de la Mer captures the beauty and quality of
southern France with a burst of California freshness and it
is an artistic masterpiece of many different talents. CH

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 83
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PATIO OFF FAMILY ROOM
For the patio off of the family room designer David Phoenix
chose teak wood chairs covered in a neutral fabric surrounding
a stone based wood top table—all from David Sutherland.
The tones and materials echo those used in the architecture
and optimize the space and its stunning ocean views.

LANTERN MASTERS
Lantern Masters' Reuben's Sconce with custom
shades graces Frank Pitman Design's theater.

POOL AREA
OPPOSITE C.R. Carney Architects designed a courtyard
plan that allows for various outdoor living spaces, and the
orientation of the house is such that views are directed
toward the ocean and Newport Harbor, with Palos Verdes
in the distance. Antique Parefeuille terra cotta pavers
from Exquisite Surfaces surround a large landscaped
planter and lead to an infinity edge pool.
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BEDROOM 1ST FLOOR
Deirdre Eagles of Deirdre Eagles Interior
Design designed with Joyce Elizabeth Byrd
of J. Elizabeth Interiors designed the first
floor bedroom. They combined traditional
style wood furniture with contemporary iron
pieces to keep the space interesting and
exciting while remaining true to the French
Provencal style of the house. The bed with
hand carved wood finials painted white and
the hand painted armoire were specially
imported from Italian company Porte Italia
for their first west coast installation. While
the 16 foot ceilings might have been
imposing they were unified with the walls
using a neutral faux finish by A Brush with
Life and repurposed vintage silk with glass
beading for drapery by The Drapery
Connection. An Estate of Design iron twig
chandelier, a tangle wood drink table and
hummingbird painting by artist Jordan
Thomas recall natural elements. Stark
Carpet wool and silk area rug.
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STAIRWELL LANDING
Dustin Dorr with partner John Wooden of John Wooden
Interiors designed the stairwell landing. A wood and
iron John Wooden Interiors chandelier by Paul Ferrante
is suspended in the curved stairwell that leads from the
ground level to the first floor. Upon reaching the landing
a custom John Wooden Interiors bookcase with a French
Deco armchair from J. F. Chen offers a reflective area.
The Bison, a graphite drawing by Lloyd F. Tugwell from
Colin Fisher Studio is cleverly paired with a cut paper
and watercolor flower.

LOGGIA POWDER ROOM
Designer Enzo Selvaggi of Enzo Selvaggi Designs

selected artist Jordan Thomas to create a vibrant series
of paintings that play off of the murals he painted in

the loggia powder room. “I tried to create an openness
within a small space and bring outdoor colors in,” says
Thomas. Acrylic on canvas wall panels completes the
unified finished piece that is presented in the niche.
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SITTING AREA
Two Scalamandre fabric covered club chairs with a mirror topped table
from Reborn Antiques create a cozy sitting area in front of one of
three French doors that lead out on the generous patio with its
spectacular unobstructed ocean views.

MASTER SUITE
Randy Boyd of Thurston/Boyd Interior Design with associate Choo Choo Boyer
designed the master suite. It has a master bedroom, his and hers bathroom
and dressing areas, and a balcony. A king upholstered wingback bed from Witford
with Barbara Martin custom antique French bed linens has an early 20th Century
hand painted screen behind it and an antique 18th Century Italian settee at its
base—both from Nicholson’s Antiques. “We used mostly antique pieces to create
a space that seems to have evolved over time,” says Boyd. A chandelier and
sconces from Reborn Antiques provide a dramatic note while a carefully crafted,
highly detailed Neolithic Design fireplace offers a sophisticated and intimate one.
A Stark leopard print carpet unifies the space and adds a touch of whimsy and
a Foster’s Gardens plant plays off of the screen behind the bed panel.
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UPSTAIRS GUEST SUITE
“For the upstairs guest suite I used a mélange of different styles, periods
and material all combined to create an interesting and creative space
evoking the feeling of a foreign, exotic land and nature,” says designer
Melinda Ritz of Melinda Ritz Interiors. An oversize lounge bed from Warner
Brothers Studio upholstered in a green Holland & Sherry velvet is set in
front of a digitally printed canvas applied to the wall that takes its pattern
from the Muriel Brandolini fabric used for the pillows. Two Lawrence of
La Brea silk rugs of reclaimed silk saris from India are layered producing
contrasting bursts of color. A dramatic custom globe chandelier by
Accessory Preview, made of a large basket with moss, provides light
and emphasizes the green theme of the room. Wired bulbs on silk cords
are dropped in two vases creating lamps that offer ambient light and
glow while a collage of alarm clocks from Voila! adds a playful note.
Burl wood tray and chrome base side tables can easily be moved around.
Draperies are from Silk Trading Company.
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PETITE TRIANON SUITE
The Petite Trianon Suite by Jeanine Veldhuis of Veldhuis Interior
Design has a sophisticated neutral scheme that is the perfect
backdrop for the magnificent ocean views. A twig iron bed from
Formations draped in three natural colors of linen with a hand tied
coverlet and pillows of the same tones anchors the room. Antique
pillows provide a classic accent and a bed skirt provides a contem-
porary one. The linen fabric is repeated in the clean square roman
shades—banded in a Flora Trim from Samuel and Sons—that
frame the French doors and window opening onto private patio. A
Formations wood table with a Dennis & Leen bench sits next to the
bed and an Ebanista rug unifies the muted, soft shades of the room.
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ENTRY COURTYARD
“We wanted the entry courtyard to reflect a beach house with
French undertones,” says designer Kim Sankey of Gatehouse who
designed the area with Marissa Miller and Ruta Koronkeviciute.
A Gloster Havana Collection outdoor furniture curved sofa with
two side chairs and two ottomans that can double as a coffee
table create a comfortable seating area by the front door and a
hexagonal fountain with a French and Italian provincial inspired
centerpiece set on antique Parefeuille terra cotta pavers from
Exquisite Surfaces offers soothing sounds of flowing water.
Abundant pillows in sea tones—teal, deep blue and sea glass
green—accessorize the comfortable arrangement. “We wanted
to soften and complement the hardscape,” says Miller.
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WINE CELLAR
“The wine cellar and adjacent tasting area were inspired
by the rustic landscapes of the wine country,” says
designer Eve Lowey of Studio Chameleon, “with a
modern edge through the use of clean lines, modern
art and natural elements.” A Hodson Lighting iron chan-
delier illuminates the tasting room where a reclaimed
Acacia wood custom Studio Chameleon slab table and
custom linen covered chairs with nail head detailing set
on a Stark Carpet area rug provide a comfortable, warm
gathering area. Raisin color walls in the cellar play off
of the brick vaulted ceiling and the antique wine barrel
wine racks by Vintage Cellars add a natural element to
the space. Wine crates in a collage of sorts were used
to create a unique piece of sculptural art.

POWDER ROOM
“I wanted to stay in keeping with the style of the

house; a modern twist on a French Provencal farm-
house,” says designer Lenée Miller of Lenée Miller

Interior Design Studio says of the powder room.” Not so
ornate, more casual.” A Lenée Miller mirror echoes the

backsplash of the sink—a custom ungulated onyx water-
fall sink—and the exaggerated curves give it a modern

feel while the shape of the sconces made of loosely
hanging metal ball chains provide a vintage touch.
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LOUNGE/DOWNSTAIRS FAMILY ROOM
Frank Pitman of Frank Pitman Designs blended old world and
contemporary furnishings in the lounge. Two oversize chaises set
on either side of a grand brown silk velvet covered sofa (not pictured)
and two Keleen Leathers hide-covered ottomans add a surprising
element—all Frank Pitman’s design and are set around a cocktail
table from Century Furniture. Accessories such as suitcases and
books add to the charm.

MEDIA ROOM
For the media room Pittman chose a dramatic combination of colors
and wall graphics keeping it warm and less formal through the use
of textures and fabric wall coverings. Reuben’s Sconces by Lantern
Masters are set between ornate Kravet upholstered wall panels and
are juxtaposed with a more casual Interiors carpet. Technological
aspects of the room such as speakers are deftly integrated in the
walls and a separate control room off the back allows the design
to remain unaffected. Custom reclining theater seats from Fortress
Seating anchor the space.
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